
TO CARRY OUT OUR MISSION, MVC COACHES ARE:

LEADERS as a Role Model.

The MVC Coach and their staff are important models in our Mission Statement–

“We Empower students to reach their full potential through

Christ-centered educational excellence.”

All MVC Coaches are not expected to be perfect, 

but are expected to model Christ-likeness in the way they relate to

players, parents, officials, opponents and the community .

LEADERS with a Vision & Goals.

An MVC coach provides vision and goals for her/his program well in advance of the season 

beginning. Careful thought and reasoning will go into thinking with the end in mind.

LEADERS in Player Development.

Well planned in practice so the MVC student-athlete can maximize her/his physical skill, 

mental attitude, spiritual strength and a level of commitment that will make her/him, as 

well as the team, successful. We believe that the team will take on the attributes of what 

the coach is teaching in these areas.

LEADERS as a Teacher.

In all MVC academic and extracurricular activities, the process of teaching and learning is 

paramount in keeping with an excellent experience. The MVC coach will be knowledge-

able of the intricacies of their sport, conducting high-impact practices and how to plan 

to successfully compete with those teams they coach. The MVC coach will have the 

ability to identify player skills and employ them to benefit the team, which includes the 

ability to identify, support and train leaders amongst the team.
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LEADERS as a Learner.

At the end of the season, each parent will receive an Athletic Survey developed by the 

Coaches, Director of Athletics and Cabinet. The purpose of this survey is to provide 

information that will show the strengths of the program and areas that may need to be 

improved upon. In our effort to provide excellence in everything we do, this survey can 

be an important tool. These surveys will only be seen by the Director of Athletics, 

appropriate members of the Cabinet with a summary delivered to the head coach. We 

trust this survey will provide valuable feedback for the Director of Athletics and the head 

coach but is not meant to be the coaches evaluation.

LEADERS in Spiritual Formation/Philosophy.

Spiritual development is an essential component of our athletic program. 

This responsibility is practiced by coaches at all levels. Athletics is a key area where 

student-athletes can grow spiritually, which should be our ultimate goal.

MVC Coaches are LEADERS who are:

Humble & Caring  - 
quick to listen, slow to speak; seeking to know others first, and then to be known. 

Positive & Engaging  - 
love and encourage student-athletes and colleagues as much as ideas.

Confident & Growing  - 
do not fear failure and welcome feedback/pushback in order to grow.

MVC Coaches are LEADERS that are PASSIONATE about their CRAFT and are:

Gifted & Skilled  - 
communicate effectively/excellently/clearly in writing and speech.

Iterative  -
love to improve (through revision) our practices and plans.

Collaborative - 
 love working together with others, even when it is not easy.

Eager to Learn  - 
full of passion for learning in general and for the sport they coach.

Smart & Creative  - 
design innovative approaches to meaningful activities.

Organized & Responsible  - 
pay attention to details, deadlines, and policies.

Adaptable  - 
lead to thrive in a dynamic community of change.

Tough on Ideas & Soft on People  - 
asking great questions that are not critical and minds that think critically.


